ROMAN SHADE MEASUREMENT INSTRUCTIONS

We always recommend using a metal tape to do your measurements.

1. Select Mount Type:
   Inside:
   - Mounted within the window frame
   - Provides a clean, built-in look
   - Great way to lever attractive woodwork exposed
   - If window frame isn’t deep enough please select outside mount
   Outside:
   - Great option when there is not enough depth for an inside mount
   - Mounted to the wall, ceiling or molding surface surrounding the window
   - Often used to make the window appear larger or to hide a less attractive window or door
   - No minimum depth requirement

2. Measure:
   Inside:
   Step 1: Measure the inside width at 3 locations- the top, middle and bottom. Record the smallest of the 3 measurements. This is your ordering width. We will make the necessary deductions (approx. 1/8” -1/2”).
   Step 2: Measure the height at 3 locations – the left side. Record the largest of the 3 measurements. This is your ordering length.
   Outside:
   Step 1: Measure the width of the area you wish to cover. If space allows we recommend adding 2-3” (1-1 1/2” each side) to this measurement to help eliminate light seepage. This is your ordering width and will be the overall measurement of the shade.
   Step 2: Measure the height of the area you wish to cover. This is your ordering length.

3. Control Type:
   Standard Cord Lock:
   - Allows you to raise and lower shade and lock in place
   - As shade is raised, Cord length increases
   - Cleat included to wrap card around for clean look and child safety
   - No charge
   Continuous Loop:
   - Continuous beaded chain allows for easy operation
   - The chain always remains the same length regardless of shade position
   - Makes operating larger shades easier

4. Select Control position: Left or Right
   - This is the side of the shade that your control will hang from (left or right) As shade is raised, Cord length increases
   - Consider any obstacles that may interfere with operation (door handle, window opener, furniture location, etc.)

Further Questions? Visit halfpricedrapes.com or 1.866.413.7273